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When regret of one decision from your past alters the direction of your life...After a long winter in the

remote Teton Mountains, Anna Porter is convinced that she&apos;s not cut out for wilderness living.

Her heart yearns for a place where she&apos;ll feel at home, and she&apos;s ready to continue the

journey she started a year ago along the Oregon Trail. Without an escort, she may be forced to

marry a stranger out of necessity . . . until the least likely man agrees to accompany her.Ethan

Wilder has spent the last twelve years living with guilt and painful memories. Determined to prevent

anyone from getting through his angry exterior, he remains distant and callous, even with those

closest to him. When a series of mishaps brings him in close contact with the quiet woman who has

spent the winter on his homestead, he believes the only way to get her out of his thoughts is to take

her as far away as possible.The best laid plans don&apos;t always work out as expected, as Ethan

and Anna soon discover. Traveling to a new land brings two hurt and lonely people together in the

most unexpected way. If Anna can chisel through the granite wall Ethan has built around his heart,

home might be closer than she ever imagined.*** Content: mild language, mild violence, intimacy

(mild description) between married adults. Heat rating: 2-3 out of 5, PG13WILDERNESS
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I loved this story about Anna and Ethan. If you read Cora's Pride, Anna and Cora are more like

sisters then best friends but Anna just doesn't fit in this wilderness life. She wants to leave and go

on to Oregon as they wanted to do before they met Nathanial, one of Ethan's younger brothers.Now

that Nathanial and Cora are married and all are living at the Homestead of Harley's at Harley's

Corner., Anna can't wait to leave. Nathanial had promised to get her safely to Oregon but now can't

so he convinces his older brother Ethan to do it. Well Ethan and Anna can't seem to stand one

another. She is a beautiful and very helpful woman and he is more of a recluse rather not wanting

these women around. Well things go from bad to worse and then Nathanial convinces his brother

why he needs to take her to at least the old Army post so she can join another wagon train. Problem

is no wagon train is going to take a non married woman along.I love how this story takes on so

much at this point and even before while still at the homestead. Can you see these two going

anywhere together and survive each other? I couldn't that is for sure.You first need to read Cora's

Pride before you read Anna's Heart so you know the whole story so far. Both are fantastic stories

and you won't regret either of these stories or any of Peggy's stories as they are all

fantastic.Surprises galore, adventure galore, problems galore exist in all of her books and she

weaves tales brilliantly.I highly recommend this story as all of Peggy L. Henderson's stories. She is

truly a brilliant author.

I love this second book in the wilderness bride's series. I loved Anna from Cora's Pride and was so

happy that she got her own book. I loved seeing the relationship between Ethan and Anna evolve. I

related to Ethan so well. He was guarded and had his heart closed off to everyone, including his

brothers. Ethan and Anna both had issues to overcome from their past. I loved watching them work

through it and solve the problems as their love for each other grew. I love the sense of humor that

Ethan started to let Anna see. So many fun moments in the book. I really enjoyed seeing characters



from the Teton and Yellowstone series show up here! I highly recommend this book and all of

Peggy's books!

As always, Peggy L Henderson grabs your attention and keeps it. We have met Anna previous and

get to see how her life continued. I love that Peggy's books can be read individually, but if you have

read her other books, you have already fallen in love with the characters in her new books - except

for Sabin. He is pure evil. Ethan and Anna make the perfect couple, if only they could see it. Thank

you Peggy for continuing on with the lives of the Wilder brothers and Anna and Cora and her family.

Anyone who has read Cora's Pride, the first in the Wilderness Brides series, will have been eager

for the story of the sweet, but sad, Anna whom we suspected would end up with the sullen oldest

Wilder brother, Ethan. And their story was certainly worth the wait! Both of them are living with pain

and guilt form their pasts which is preventing them from moving on in their lives and allowing them

to open their hearts to love. Through a series of sometimes humorous events this book allows us to

see their personal and joint journeys to their Happily Ever After together. Peggy Henderson has

written their story with sensitivity, and seeing them finally make it out of their dark places into

happiness with each other was such a heartwarming experience.It was also lovely to catch up with

the rest of the Wilder and Hudson families, as well as a couple of other much-loved characters.

There is also a host of secondary characters who definitely serve to make the story memorable and

interesting.With each book Mrs Henderson's writing just seems to get better and better. Now we'll all

be waiting in eager anticipation for the next instalment of Wilderness Brides.

Ms. Henderson is an amazing writer, I've loved every book I've read by her so far, and this new

edition does not disappoint! I love how she managed to interweave the stories of her various series,

cameos are so fun. :)Anna's Heart is the second book in Ms. Henderson's Wilderness Brides

Series, which started with Cora's Pride, and follows Anna and Ethan as they journey west towards

Oregon. This story has humor, passion, adventure and tension, and is overall a great read.

This book has a great story line with plenty of ups and downs that will make you want to cheer on

the 2 main characters. Story is very believable with well developed characters. If you like books that

can stand alone, but also have visits and references of favorite characters from prior stories, you will

love this series, along with the Yellowstone and Tetons series.



Another great book in this amazing series!! I am so grateful that I found this series. Peggy

captivates you from the first page, her characters are wonderful! She continues to keep us updated

with past characters from previous books! I look forward to reading about Caroline!

What a great story. Two broken people Ana and Ethan come together in a series of mishaps that

lead straight to each ones heart and what couple they become. They found their home in each

other's heart.
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